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For a complex measure I( on the open unit disk U define an operator T,, on a 
Hilbert space H of analytic functions with reproducing kernel k(z, w) by 
T,, f(w) = j,f(z) k(z, w) dp(z). For a certain scale of Hilbert spaces H,, a: < 1, which 
includes the Hardy space HZ and weighted Bergman spaces A’,b, conditions are 
obtained which imply T,, belongs to a Schatten ideal YP. If p is a positive measure 
then these conditions are necessary and sufficient. Application to composition 
operators and restriction operators are indicated. I(_ 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The setting will be the unit disk U, though many of the results, especially 
on Bergman spaces, can probably be extended to the unit ball in @” or 
other domains. The Hardy space H’ on U is the space of analytic functions 
f(z) = C u,,z~ such that llfll’ = Cla,l ’ < + 00. This is equivalent to requir- 
ing su~~<~<, j? If(re’e)12 42 ‘IL < +co and the corresponding norms [IfI/ 
are equal. Functions f in H2 have boundary values f*(eie) = lim, _ , f(re”) 
for almost all 0 and this makes HZ a closed subspace of L’(dO). The 
Bergman space A* is defined by the inequality 
If(re”)12 r dr de/x < +a. 
The operators we shall study are called Toeplitz operators because they 
generalize operators on Bergman space which are commonly given that 
name. (We caution the reader that they do not generalize the classical 
Toeplitz operator on Hardy space.) The classical Toeplitz operator T, is 
defined on H2 by T,f = P,f, where P is the projection from L2 to H2 and IJ~ 
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is a measurable function on aU= {z: IzI = 1 }. For Td to be bounded, 4 
must be in LX(&). Analogous operators, also denoted T,, were studied 
in [9]. These were defined on A2 with I$ E Lm(r dr do) by T,f = P4f and 
this time P is the projection from L2(r dr d0) onto A2. In this case, 
however, q5 need not be bounded (or even be a function) in order for Td to 
be bounded. Thus, for a complex measure p on Ii we may define the 
operator T,, on A* by 
i.e., just as for Tb we multiply by p and then “project” into A’. The projec- 
tion P: L* -+ A* is effected by the Bergman kernel (1 -zW) ’ and the 
resulting integral will make sense for measures as in (1.1) as well as for L2 
functions. Conditions of Carleson type are known which guarantee the 
boundedness of T,. The compactness of T, will follow from corresponding 
“little oh” Carleson conditions. See Section 2. 
It is a small step from the T,, defined in ( 1 .l ) to analogous operators 
defined on other reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces. We do this for the 
spaces H, in the next section. For example, a natural operator to define on 
H2 would be 
TJ(w) = ?‘“f!d;!f). 
It should be noted that this definition of T,, does not contain the classical 
Toeplitz operator on HZ as a special case and so the results herein do not 
apply to the classical T,, which can never be compact. The operators T,, 
occur naturally in at least two ways. If p is a positive measure on U con- 
sider the operator R: A2(or H2) + L=(p), which simply takes f to f: Then 
R*R is easily calculated to be T,, and we may investigate the boundedness 
or compactness properties of R by considering T,,. Another example of T 
arises in connection with composition operators. If 4: U + U is analytic, 
define C, on HZ by C,f = f 0 4. Let p be the measure on U defined by 
p(E) = O( (q3*)- ’ (E)), where (r is normalized arc length measure on aU and 
(b* denotes the boundary value function. Then C$‘ C,: H2 + HZ is com- 
puted easily 
CT C-J(w) = j l?!!w da(z) 
= ~444 I 
= TJ-(w). 
A similar approach yields similar results when A* is the domain space. 
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This paper characterized those positive measures p for which T, belongs 
to the Schatten ideals YP (see Sect. 3) and provides sufficient conditions on 
the measure p if p is not positive. The characterization is obtained for 
analogous operators T, operating on a whole scale of spaces H,(ol < 1) 
containing H* and A2 as the particular cases H, and HP 1 (see Sect. 2). 
We state the main theorem here for convenient reference. It will be 
repeated when the proof is begun. Here 1 Tj, refers to the Schatten norm of 
the operator T (Sect. 3) {Ri} is a decomposition of U into hyperbolically 
“equal-sized” Carleson half-squares (Sect. 4) and l(R,) denotes the side- 
length of R,. For CI < 1, H, are the spaces defined in Section 2 which have 
(1 - zG)’ ~ I for their reproducing kernels and 
T,,f(w) = 1 f(z,( 1 - Zw)‘- ’ &(z), f~ H,. 
THEOREM. Let p > 0, a < 1 such that pa < 1. In order that T, belong to 
the Schatten class YD(H,) it suffices that 
(1.2) 
If p is a positive measure then this condition is also necessary. In 
the first case IT,IEG Cc CIPI(R,) ~(RiImellP and in the second 
C CPL(Ri) l(R;)“- ‘1” d Cl Tgli. 
Note that the condition pu < 1 is a restriction on p only if c( > 0 and is a 
restriction on c1 only for p > 1, since we are assuming a < 1. 
My interest in the operators T, arose originally out of an investigation of 
the operator R delined earlier. It was a question of John Long about com- 
position operators that led to investigating the membership of T, in the 
Schatten classes. In this respect the work of Barbara MacCluer and Joel 
Shapiro [S] on compact composition operators served as inspiration. Also 
much of the work of Coifman and Rochberg [3], Rochberg [lo], and 
Semmes [ 121 was .useful in providing methods but only one of their results 
is actually needed in this paper. Lemma 6 of Section 6 is a result of [3] but 
the proof used here follows one of Eric Amar [ 11. Some remarks of 
Richard Rochberg led me to a part of the proof in Section 6 and for this I 
am grateful to him. 
2. SOME HILBERT SPACES OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 
We introduce here the scale of Hilbert spaces H,, a < 1. H, will denote 
the space of analytic functions f(z) = C,“=O a,z” on U satisfying 
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x(n + 1)” la,l2 < +co. The parameter values CI = 0 and - 1 correspond, 
respectively, to the Hardy space HZ and the Bergman space A2. 
The sum C(n + 1)” 1~~1~ could serve as a choice for Ilfllt, the norm on 
H,, but it will be more convenient to choose an equivalent norm. The 
norm we will use is chosen so that the reproducing kernel k”,,(z) = k”(z, w) 
for H, will have a convenient form 
kZ(Z, w) = (1 - zW)l - I. 
This requires us to use the following inner product 
where (“;I) are the coefftcients of the binomial expansion of ( 1 + x)‘~ ‘. It 
is well known that (-1)” (“;‘)=T(n+ 1 -a)/(n! r(l -a))-n-’ in the 
sense that ( - 1)” ( xi ’ ) nr is bounded and bounded away from zero. 
The reproducing kernel k” is clearly unique. Since it is not hard to show 
that C, e,,(z) e,,(w) is a reproducing kernel for any choice of orthonormal 
basis {e,>, follows that this sum is independent of choice of basis and 
C e,,(z) e,(w) = k”(z, MJ) with the sum converging pointwise and in H, (i.e., 
when u’ is held fixed). In particular, for any orthonormal system (fn} we 
have 
c If;,(z)12 d k’(z, z) = (1 - lzj2)“- ‘. 
In case 01< 0, H, is a weighted Bergman space. For p > -1 let mS denote 
the measure ~~(1 - 1~1~)~ &r(z) where m is normalized Lebesgue area 
measure on U and cg is a constant to normalize ma. Then A23 B denotes the 
space of functions f analytic on U such that 11 flls2. ,, z j IfI2 dm, < + cc, 
and A2-“= H PaP, with equality of norms. 
There are obvious isomorphisms between the spaces H,. We will make 
use of two of them. Both are fractional differentiation/integration 
operators. The simplest is the one taking C a,z” to C (n + 1)” a,~“. It 
clearly takes H, to H,- 2 Re s in a bounded and invertible manner. The 
other will have a name, D,, and will be used only for c1< 0, 6 > 0, 
It is not hard to verify that it takes H, to H, _ Zb (i.e., A23 p to AZ, Bw 2”), also 
boundedly and invertibly. 
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.feH,. (2.1) 
If f, g E H, then (T,f, g) = f f(z) g(z) L+(Z). Thus a sufficient condition 
for T, to be bounded on H, is that j Ifl’ d(~l < Cllfllz for every f~ H,. 
This condition is equivalent to a geometric condition on 1~1 that varies 
with CL We will need the condition only for a ~0, though it has been 
obtained by Stegenga [ 141 for all the CL 
THEOREM A (D. Stegenga). A necessary and sufficient condition on a 
positive measure v in order that there exist a constant C such that 
for all f E A’- B, is that there exist a constalzt C’ such that 
v(S,) G C’mb(Sh) (2.2) 
for all sets of the form S,, = S(h, 6) = {re”: 1 - h < r < 1, 8 < t < 0 + h}, 
O<h<l, 0<8<27c. 
It is easy to verify that T, is compact if v = 1~1 satisfies the corresponding 
“little oh” condition: v(SL) <E(h) ma(Sh) where E(h) -+ 0 as h + 0. It is also 
not hard to verify that the condition (1.2) of the main theorem implies this 
little oh condition on 1~1, but we will not need this fact. 
It is a theorem of Carleson [Z] which says, basically, that Theorem A is 
valid for H* provided we replace m&S,) by 1(S,) - h. A measure on 8U of 
the type +4dtI with 4 E L” can be thought of as a limit of Carleson measures 
on U, so that classical Toeplitz operators are limits of the operators T, 
considered here. These are not limits in the operator norm: while T, can be 
compact, the classical Toeplitz operator on HZ cannot. The discussion of 
the previous paragraph is also valid with this change. For the Dirichlet-like 
spaces H,, 0 < o! <: 1, a capacity condition on finite disjoint unions of S,‘s 
replaces the right-hand side of (2.2). This tends to be a very difficult con- 
dition to verify in many cases. The condition (1.2) in the main theorem 
provides an easily checked sufficient condition. 
3. THE SCHATTEN CLASSES 
If T is a compact operator on a Hilbert space H then there exist positive 
numbers sO>,sl as,> ... and orthonormal sets {e,} and (fn} such that 
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Th = C, s,(h, e, ) f,. This follows from the polar decomposition T= VQ 
where Q = (T*T)“* and V is an isometry on the range of Q. The {s, 1 are 
the eigenvalues of Q, taking into account multiplicity, {e,} are the 
corresponding eigenvectors, and f, = Ve,. The form T= C,“= o sn( ., e,,) f,, 
will be referred to as the canonical form for T. The numbers s, are called 
the singular numbers for T and will occasionally be written s,(T). An alter- 
nate characterization of s, is 
s, = inf{ 11 T- KJI: K has rank H}. 
For 0 <p < cc the Schatten class YP is defined to be the class of all 
compact operators T for which C sf: < +co, with s, = s,,(T). Let 
1 TI, = (En s;)‘lP. When p > 1, 1. j,, is a norm and YP is a Banach space. 
When 0 <p < 1, then 1 1; is a metric and YP is a complete topological 
vector space. 
YP is an ideal in the ring of bounded operators on H and, in fact, if A 
and B are bounded operators then lATBI,< llAl[ lTl,llBji. 
Each s”, has the following closure property: If {) Tnlp} is bounded and 
( T,,f, g) + ( Tf, g) for every f, g E H, then TtzYp. See [4, p. 851. 
The results mentioned here and further information about YP may be 
found in [4] and [ 131. Additional properties of YP will be introduced as 
needed. 
4. A DYADIC DECOMPOSITION OF U 
It will be convenient to fix a decomposition of U into disjoint sets of 
roughly equal size (in the hyperbolic sense). Let 9 denote the family of 
dyadic arcs. A dyadic arc is an arc Zc 8U of the form 
k = 0, l,..., 2” - 1 
n = 0, 1 ) 2 ).... Given an arc Z let Z(Z) denote its length and let S(Z) denote the 
corresponding Carleson “square”: 
S(Z) = (z E U: z/lzl E Z, 1 - IzI < 1(1)/2n}. When I= 8U we allow OE S(Z). 
Finally let R(Z) denote the half of S(Z) nearest the origin. That is, 
R(Z) = (z E S(Z): Z(Z)/471 < 1 - Iz/ 6 1(1)/27rf. The family {R(Z), ZE 9 1 is 
pairwise disjoint and covers U. Fix an numeration of the R(Z) and call this 
collection { Rj: i = 1, 2,... ). Now fix a point ai in each R,. Almost any point 
will do but to simplify some parts of later proofs let us pick ai to be the 
center of Ri (i.e., a, = r&O, where r and 0 bisect the interval of absolute 
values and the interval of arguments, respectively, of points in Ri). With 
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this choice the sequence {ui} is separated. This means that the hyperbolic 
distance between different points is bounded away from zero. Moreover, 
the Ri have bounded hyperbolic diameter. In the terminology of [3], {ai} 
is an q-lattice for some choice of r~. It is clear that the linear dimensions of 
Ri are of the same order as 1 - Iail. If Ri= R(Z), write Z(Ri) = Z(Z). Thus 
/(R,)- 1 - Jail. Moreover, m&R,)- (1 - \u,()~+~. The condition on v in 
Theorem A is equivalent to v(S(Z)) = O(mB(S(Z))) as Z varies over dyadic 
intervals. Since mP(s(Z)) -m&R(Z)) (as Z varies, not 8) this condition is 
also equivalent to {v(R,)/~H~(R,)} E 1”. 
The following three lemmas are collected here for later reference. The 
notation { Ri) and {a;} will be used throughout the rest of the paper to 
refer to the decomposition and q-lattice described in this section. 
LEMMA 1. There is a constant C such that for any z E Ri and any a E U 
we have 
Proof. Let p(z, w) = l(z - w)/( 1 - Gz)l denote the pseudo-hyperbolic 
metric on II. There is a positive number r < 1 such that p(ai, z) < r for 
-E Ri (r being independent of i). Thus there is a point w  with 1 WI < r such i 
that z = (ai + w)/( 1 + 5,~). Then a calculation shows that 
ll-a=1 
I1 - &7,l 
1 + 217-a w -= - 
1 -aa, I/ 
l1 +cs,wl 
r . 
Since (WI < r, the right side of this equation is bounded above by 
(1 + r)/( 1 -r) and below by (1 - r)/(l + r). The lemma is proved with 
C=(l +r)/(l -r). 1 
LEMMA 2. Given a separated sequence {a,} and b > - 1, there is a con- 
stant C such that for any f E A22 B we have 
X(1 - lai02+D If(a,)l’GC~ lf12dmp. 
Proof: Let s>O be so small that the disks Di= {z: lz-ai1 <s(l -/a,/)} 
are disjoint. Then ~f(ai)~2d~~,~f~2dm/m(D,)~C~,,~f~2dm~/(l-~a,~)2+8, 
where C depends only on s and fi. Multiply through by (1 - la,l)2+B and 
sum to obtain 
C (l- 14)2+8 IfCa,)12<C~uD If12dml, 
GC ulf12dmo. 5 I 
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LEMMA 3. There is an integer M depending only on p > -1 and u 
separated sequence {b, > such that each Ri contains at most M of the h, and 
such that 
I I.fl' dmlj<Cc If(~k)l2 (1 - lbk12)2+fi 
for alIfE A 2, I’, with C independent off: 
Prooj: See [6] or [7]. 
5. THE PROOF FOR p 2 1 
The proof of the main theorem has four parts: the necessity and 
sufficiency for each of the cases p > 1 and p < 1. It turns out that the 
sufficiency part of the case p < 1 is similar to the necessity part of the case 
pb 1. 
In this section both directions of the case p > 1 are proved. 
1. SUFFICIENCY. Let p 2 1 and let p be a complex measure on U. Define 
T,, on H, as in (2.1). Suppose, moreover, that ctp i 1. Then if 
C (IpI(R,) 4R,)“p’Y< ~0 then T,,E~(H,). 
Pro@ The proof is by complex interpolation. We will be obtaining a 
priori estimates, namely 1 T,l; G CC ( IpI l(Ri)“- I)“. If this can be 
obtained for measures with compact support, then it is valid in general by 
a limiting argument. So without any loss we take !! to have compact 
support in what follows. 
The first step is to obtain the criterion for p = 1. If T is compact, with 
canonical form T= C s,,( ., e,) f,,, then I TJ, = En{ Te,,, f,). In the present 
case we get 
I T,,I I = c 1 e,,(z) S,,(z) 4(z) 
GE(j lr,l’d~l)“*(~ lfn1244)“* 
d (E j IerJ2 4Pl)“* (1 j Ifn124A)“* 
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On R, it is clear that (1 - l~\~)~-’ < Cl(Ri)“- ’ and so the above 
inequalities imply 1 T,\ , < C x IpI ( Ri) I( Ri)” ~ ‘. 
The next step is to observe the p = cc case for c1< 0 (and only for this 
range of a). That is, \IT,ll <Csup, lpj(Rj)I(Ri)rp’. This is merely 
Theorem A with fl= --c1- 1. 
The proof of sufficiency is now accomplished by complex interpolation. 
First select a positive number E with CI < 2s < (1 - a)(p - 1 )- ‘. This 
requires that pa < 1. If c( d 0, then all p are allowed. If CI < 0, then the sim- 
plest choice is E = 0. For i in the strip 0 d Re [ < 1, let Q; denote the 
operator of differentiation of order E( 1 -pi). Thus 
Q; (c h,,z”) = 1 (n + 1 )‘(I Pi, h,,?‘. 
It is clear that Qi is a bounded invertible map from H, onto H, where 
y=cc--2&(1 -pRe<), and that llQili = llQReJ(. In case Rei=O, H, is one 
of the Bergman spaces AZ, [I, and if Re [ = 1 then y < 1. Define the analytic 
measure valued function 1~; by 
pLr =c CIPI(R,) 4R)” ‘1” ’ x,x,/~ 
where the coefficient of xR, is taken to be zero if Ipl( R;) = 0. Now define an 
analytic operator-valued function S(i) on H, by 
S(i)f(w) =I Q&z) Q&(z)( 1 - IzI)“(’ -Pi’ L&(Z). 
Because p has compact support jlS([)il is bounded in the strip 0 d Re c d 1. 
Moreover, S( l/p) = T,. By Theorem 13.1, p. 137 of [4], it suffices to verify 
that ilS([)il <MM, when Re [ =0 and that IS([)1 i d M, when Re < = 1. It 
will then follow that ) Tplp 6 A4- “pM;‘p. We will show that M, depends 
only on a and the particular choice of E, and that 
It is clear that IpJ(Ri) l(Ri)+’ = [IpI l(Ri)x-l]PRei. If Re i=O it 
follows that IpJ(R;) < /(R;)‘--?. An obvious calculation gives 
<S(Of, s> =I Q,.fQ,gU - IzI)~“‘~-‘~%Q, (5.1) 
whence I(S(i)f, g>l d [f lQ,f12dv]‘12 [i lQig12dv]1/2, where dv(z)= 
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(1 - /z()~& dj~~j when Re [ = 0. This measure satisfies v(R,) Q CI(R,)’ -‘+” 
with C depending only on E. Moreover, Q$ and Q;g both belong to 
H 2 - 2c zA*.fi, p=2&-a- 1 > - 1. By Theorem A we get 
I(S(i)fi s>l ~~‘IlQifll~~.~~/lQ~~ll~~.~~ 
d~,Ilfll.llgll~~ 
where MO depends only on C’ (which depends only on C and /I) and on the 
norm of Q,: H, -+ A2,B. 
Now we verify the 8 boundedness at the other boundary of the strip, 
Re i = 1. From the definition of ,u< we have 
I d’pJ(z) (1 - lz12)’ z 6 cc Ip;I(R;) Z(R,)“-’ 
d q CIPl(K) 4RY ‘1”. (5.2) 
Now fix [ with Re [ = 1. Choose bounded invertible operators A and B on 
H, so that VS Q;A and WE QrB are unitary operators from H, to H,, 
y = a - 2s( 1 - p). Let T= B*S({) A. Then 
(iy g)=j Vfwg(l -IzI)2f:“-p,)dp; 
If CL ) and { g,, > are orthonormal sets in H, then e,, = Vfn and h,, = Wg, 
are orthonormal in H,.. Thus x le,,(z)l’d l/(1 - lz12)‘-’ and a similar 
inequality holds for {A,,}. Then 
1 l(Tf,,, g,,)l -<I j k,l lhl(l - IzI)~~“- “‘~PL;I 
d (1 - IH)2c”~P)dlp~l(z) 
I (1 - lzj2)‘-’ 
j 
dlcLcl(z) 
6 (1 - lz[)‘-1’ 
where the second inequality is a calculation we have already done. By 
(5.2) this gives jT(, <CC [I~I(Ri)Z(Ri)‘P1]P. Finally IS(c)(‘< II(‘11 
) TI , I( A ~ ’ I( = M, as required. 1 
2. NECESSITY. Let p Z 1 and p a positive finite measure on U. If T,, 
defined on H, by (2.1) belongs to %(H,) then C [p(Ri) I(Ri)aP’]P < +co. 
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Proof: From p. 94 of [4] a necessary condition for an operator T on a 
Hilbert space H to be in 8 is that C (( Te,, e,)Jp < +co for any choice of 
orthonormal set {e,}. If T is in YP then so is A * TA for any choice of 
bounded operator A. If we choose A to be the operator that maps ej 
to (1 - lai1)3-1’2/(1 -(ziz)*-” then A is bounded on H,. To prove this 
it is enough to show that the mapping B taking e, to the 
“derivative”( 1 - [ai1 )3 - “‘2/( 1 - c?~z)~ - ’ is bounded into H,_, = A2-’ -I. 
(This step is unnecessary if c( < 0.) That is we need to verify that 
(5.3) 
This follows easily: because (1 -5,~)~~~ is the reproducing kernel for 
A’- I--? the operator B on l* sending (c;} to the sum on the left in (5.3) is 
the adjoint of the operator B* on AZ. I P% sending f(z) to 
{f&)(1 - [u;()~-“~}. B y L emma 2, B* is bounded. Finally the necessary 
condition C,, I(A*TI,Ae,, e,,)lP< +cx, becomes xi [(T,g,, gi)lp< +co, 
where g,(z)=(l - Jail)3P’i2 (1 -a;~)“-~. But 
whence C [p(R,) l(Ri)‘-‘lP < +q and in fact C [p(R,) l(Ri)‘-l]P < 
CC (~*~,Ae,,e,,)P~ClA*T~Al~~CIlAI12P ITpI;. 1 
Remark. The condition crp < 1 in part 1 of the theorem cannot be omit- 
ted, for otherwise the condition C [p(R,)( 1 - Iu~[)“~ ‘1” < +cc would not 
even guarantee p is a finite measure. For example, let c1= l/p and put 
p=E c;(l - Ju,l)‘-“P 6,, where C Ic,lP < +co. Thus p is not guaranteed to 
be finite because ((1 - l~,l)‘~“~} $lp’ (i.e., C (1 -[ail)= +a~), and yet b 
satisfies (2.1). 
6. THE PROOF FOR p < 1 
In this section the remaining two parts of the theorem will be proved: the 
necessity and sufficiency parts for the case 0 <p < 1. 
3. SUFFICIENCY. Let 0 <p -C 1 and let p be a complex measure on U 
Define T, on H, by (2.1). IfC [Ipi f(Ri)s-‘]P< 00 then T,E$(H,). 
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Note. There is no need to require crp < 1 because a < 1 and p < 1. 
Moreover, the condition on 1~) will always guarantee 1~1 is a finite 
measure. 
Proof. We first outline the idea behind the argument in the special case 
H-, = A*. A sufficient condition for an operator T to belong to YP when 
p < 2 is that C,, k / (Te,,, e,)iP < +co. Let A be an operator which is onto 
and let B be a right inverse of A. If A*TA E YP then also 
T= B*A*TABEY~. Let {bk} be a sequence in U satisfying Lemma 3 and 
define A by Ae,(z) = gk(z)= (1 - (h,()/(l -b,z)*. Then A will be onto and 
the condition above for A *TA becomes x I( T,( g,, , gk ) IP 6 + co. To verify 
this we estimate 
,;, l(T,,g,,, g,W; [cj Id Ial M]’ 
, R, P d c 1 1 ls,,(a;)l lg!Aa,)l IPI(K) 
L II.k I 1 
~~-l~,,l~~~-l~k1~~~-l~,1~*~, p 
/l -a,h,,]* /l-a,/?,\’ yi 1 
where { ri> E { /PI (R,)/( 1 - Iail )” > E I”. The second inequality makes use of 
Lemma 1 and the special form of g,,. Now bring the exponent p inside the 
sum and invert the order of summation. In order to dominate the sum 
by Cyl it suffices to show that (l-I~,I)~C,~(1-Ih,,l)~/Il-a~b,,l~~< 
C < +so. Unfortunately, this is never true! To remedy the situation we need 
to boost the exponents on g,, without losing the property that A is onto. 
We do this by using derivatives of g,, appropriately normalized. This takes 
us from A2 to some A*, Ir, p > 0. S. mce differentiation takes any H, into 
some A*~ B this approach will work simultaneously for all H,, c( < 1. 
We isolate some of the necessary estimates in the following three lemmas. 
LEMMA 4. Let r > 1 and s > 0. There is a constant C such that for any 
aEU 
l (1 - lzl)‘+2 C 11 -,zjr+> d4z) d (1 _ Ial )“’ 
Consequently, if {b, } IS a separated sequence in U then 
c (1 - IbAY C k I1 -cfbklr+“(l -[al)“’ (6.1) 
Proof. The first inequality can be found on p. 17 of [ 111 and (6.1) 
follows from it and Lemma 2. [ 
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LEMMA 5. If T is a compact operator on a Hilbert space H and 0 <p < 2, 
then for any orthonormal basis {e,} we have 
ProojI This is stated in [4], p. 95, with a reference to the proof in [S]. 
We include the short proof for convenience. Let T=C, s,( ., f,) g, be 
the canonical form of T. Then 
Pi2 
k ( 
= II ie,llp 
1 
= (Z~~l(e..,fm~12)p’2 t?, 
2CsLl(e,,fm>12. 
m 
The first inequality uses the fact that p/2 < 1. The last inequality uses that 
fact and the fact that m --t 1 (e,, f,)l* is a probability measure on the non- 
negative integers. Summing on n now completes the proof. i 
LEMMA 6. Let { bk) be a separated sequence in V and define 
h,=(l -~bk~)“~“‘~2+“/(l-6k~)‘~z+N for some N>l. Let {e,} be an 
orthonormal basis for some Hilbert space H. Define A on finite sums of the 
form x c,e, by A(C c,e,) = c,h,. Then A extends to a bounded operator 
from H to H,. If {bk} is chosen as in Lemma 3 with B replaced by 
2N - (x - 1 then A is onto. 
Proof. This is essentially found in [3]. We present a proof based on a 
method originating with Amar in [l] and expanded in [6] and [7]. Let 
D, denote the operator on H, defined by 
f(z) 
DNfW=j t1 _ wZ~l-n+Ndm,(4~ 
where y = --CI - 1 and we assume temporarily that a < 0. By calculating the 
coeffkients of DNf and estimating their growth, it can be verified that D, is 
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a bounded invertible operator from H, = AZ% i’ to H, + 2N = A23 2N * ‘. 
Using this and Lemma 2 we get 
provided {bk} is separated. If { bk} also satisfies the properties in Lemma 3 
with /?=2N-a- 1, then we get 1 Ifl’dm,.dC (1 - IbkJ)‘P’+2N 
ID,,,f(b,)l’. We compute the adjoint of A to be 
A*f=C (1 - lb,l)” -1”2+NDNf(bk)ek. 
We have just shown that A* is bounded when {hk} is separated and boun- 
ded below when {hk} is as in Lemma 3. Consequently, A is bounded in the 
first case and onto in the second. 
In case a B 0, apply the result to H, Pz with N replaced by N - 1 and 
then use the fact that, modulo constants, the derivative is a bounded inver- 
tible map of H, onto H, 2. The constants can be covered by letting 0 be 
one of the h,‘s. 1 
We can now complete the details of the proof. We have the condition 
C [IpI(R,)I(R,)“-‘1”~ +co. Select N so that (((1 -cc)/2)+N)p> 1 and 
let { hk} be chosen as in Lemma 3 with p = 2N - x - 1. Then A will be onto 
and bounded if defined as in Lemma 6. It suffices to show that A*T,A ES”,. 
The criterion of Lemma 5 applied to A*T,, A reduces to estimating 
C,,,k I( T,,h,,, hk)lP. The same calculations performed in the outline at the 
beginning of the proof lead to 
<C-&+(1 - lu,l)“-x)p 1 
[(l- I/?,/)(1 - lbk()](‘Pz’p’z+Np 
I ,,.k (I1 -ci;b,l. 11 -a,hkJ)(‘-“+N’P ’ 
where yi= l/~l(R,)/(l - Iail)‘--“. Now apply Lemma4 twice (once to the 
sum on n and once to the sum on k) with r = (1 -a) p/2 + Np and 
s = (1 - CI) p/2 to conclude that 
,c, I<T,LhdIP~C~y~. I 
I 
The fourth and fmal part of the proof is that of necessity when p < 1. The 
idea of the proof will be to transform T, to A* T, A in a manner similar to 
that already used. The diagonal of the matrix form of this operator will 
have an 3 norm dominating C [p(Rj) l(Ri)r-‘]P and the off-diagonal part 
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will have an Yp norm which is a small multiple of this sum. That 
is, A*T,,A=D+E, where I&>cCr; and 1EIP,<scCyp, where 
~~=~(&)1(&)~-l ands<l.Thus IA*T,A(p,~(DI::-IElp,~(l-&)cCyq, 
which is the required inequality. The rest of the section spells out the 
details. 
4. NECESSITY. Let 0 -c p c 1 and let p be a finite positive measure on U. 
Define T, on H, by (2.1). Z~T,EY?~(H,) then z [~(R,)Z(R,)“~‘]P< +co. 
Proof For any E > 0 there is an integer A4 such that {a,} can be 
divided into M subsequences {a~)}~= i, j= 1,2,..., M such that 
p(a;), aj$) > 1 --E when n # k. It then follows that, if Rr) denotes the 
element of {R;} containing a p’, that for k # n, p(Ry’, Rp’) > 1 - 6, where 
6 = 6(c) + 0 as E -+ 0. The choice of E (and hence of M) will be made later. 
Let p.‘i = (& X,:,1) p. We first observe that Tfl, belongs to Yp whenever T,, 
does. This is because T, and TF, are positive operators, hence 
diagonalizable. Thus 
I T&I;> 
( TpI; = inf C, (T,,e,, e,)p 2 inf z., (T@,e,, e,)P = 
where the inlima are taken over all orthonormal sets {e,} (and are 
attained at the eigenvector bases for the respective operators). 
Fix an index j, 1 <j< A4, and write v =p,. Denote the corresponding 
sequence {aY’> by {bkj. Let h, be defined as in Lemma 6 and let A be 
defined as in the same lemma. Then A*T,,A ~9~ whenever T,E~~. The 
matrix of A*TA is { (T,.h,, h,)}. Then A*T,,A =D+E, where D is the 
diagonal operator D = C ( T,h,, hk) ( ., e,.) ek and E is the remainder 
E= C/c+,, ( Th,, h,,) ( ., ek) e,,. The Yp norm of D is easily estimated 
a (1 - lbkl)1~“+2N p ,I~~kZ12-2~+2NdV(Z) 1 
where Rb is the element of { Ri) containing 6,. The constant c depends 
only on CI and the choice of N. Make a different choice from that in Part 3: 
any N for which (( ( 1 - a)/2) + N) p > 2. 
From Lemma 5 we estimate the norm of E up to a point exactly as in 
Part 3, 
k#n 
580/7312-9 
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where r=(l -a)p/2+Np>2, s=(l-a)p/2>0, and yj = v(Ri) 
(1 - lb,l)“- ‘. The constant comes from Lemma 1 and is independent of the 
measures ~1 and v. We estimate this double sum by a double integral (using 
the fact that 1 - jz12 behaves like 1 - [b,( on R; and that 
(I1 -6,zj. 11 -b,,l)-rpS is 2-subharmonic in Ux U), 
c [(I - lb/AN1 - lU)l’ 
,,Zk(Il-Gibkl.)l-hibnl)‘+” 
<c Is 
cc1 - lz12)(1 - lw12)l’-2 dm(z) dm(w) 
G (I1 -hizl.ll -6;wJ)T+s 
where G = {(z, w): p(z, w) > 1 - 6) 3 UnZk RL x R;. The change of 
variables z H (z + h,)/( 1 + 6,~) and w  H (w + bi)/( 1 + 6,~) transforms this 
integral into 
Putting this estimate into (6.2) leads finally to estimating the double 
integral over G. As a function of bi this integral is subharmonic and 
rotationally invariant. Thus it is maximized at b, = 1. The integrand 
obtained upon setting b, = 1 is integrable on U x U (because r - 2 > 0 and 
so the integrand is dominated by (l+zl.Il+~l)‘~~-~~ with 
r - 2 - Np = s - 2 > -2). Consequently, the integral tends to zero as 6 + 0. 
But 6 can be made as small as we like by choosing E small enough, which 
means choosing M large enough. Thus for any choice of g > 0 there is a 
choice of A4 so that, if v is one the M p;s constructed, we will have 
As we already know \Dl;>cCyy we obtain \A*T,,Al$>(c-q)Cyp 
whence xi [v(R:) /(RI)” ‘1” d C’T,,I; < CJ T,T;. This being true for each 
v=pj, we get 
In actuality, this is proved only if we know a priori that 1 yp < +cc. 
However, we may apply the argument to compactly supported ~1 and take 
limits to complete the proof. 
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7. Two COROLLARIES 
If R is the operator taking f E H, to f as an element of L’(p) and p is a 
positive measure on U, then R*: L*(p) + H, can be computed by R*f(w) 
= (R*f,k:.) = <A Rk”,.).q,, = (f,k’,.).z,,, = jf(N --3-‘44zl. 
Thus R*R = T, and R belongs to YP iff T,, E 9$2 and we obtain the follow- 
ing corollary to the main theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. If R is the restriction operator defined above, then R E 9, 
iff 
1 MRj) f(R,)“- ‘lp” < +co. 
Let 4: U + U be an analytic self-map of U. If C, is the operator defined 
by C,f = fo $, then C$ may be computed formally as 
C$f(d= <C,*.fi 4.) = (.I; C,k:.) = (f, k:.(d)). 
If CY = - 1 - /I < 0 SO that H, = A*, B then C, is always bounded on H, (see, L 
e.g., [S]) and C,*f(w)=jf(z)(l -d(z) w)‘-’ dm,,(z). Thus 
C; C,f(w) = j-f(&))( 1 -d(z) IV)’ ’ dm,,(z). 
If we define a positive measure p on U by 
Pw)=qk-‘w)) 
then 
(7.1) 
In case CL = 0 so that H, = HZ then also Cf C, = T, where ~1 is defined by 
Aa=4(4*)-’ E)). (7.2) 
Here (T is arclength measure on aU and d* is the boundary value function: 
+*(eie) = lim,, , _ +(re”). It is known [S] that if C, is compact then 
p(au) = 0. 
In case 0 < CI < 1 we may also identify C$ C, with a T, acting on a dif- 
ferent space via an isomorphism of the two spaces. Thus, define an inner 
product on H, equivalent to the original one by (A g)’ = f(0) g(0) + 
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sf’(z) g’(z) dm, -Jz). This produces a new, but equivalent, definition of IL’; 
which satisfies 
<C$ C&f>'= CC& C,f>'=If(W))12+~ If'(&))l' I&(z)12dm,-,(z) 
= I U-1’ & + lf(QW))12, 
where ~1 is defined by 
14’(z)12 dm, ~&I. (7.3) 
Thus CJ C, = VP ’ T,, V + K where V, defined by Vf = f ‘, is an isomorphism 
of {f E H, : f(0) = 0) onto H, ~ 2 and K is one-dimensional. 
In the first two cases (a < 0), C, E YP( H,) iff T,, E Z$,,(H,). In this last 
case C, E ,4”,( H,) iff T,, E YP,,( H, 2). This is summarized in the following. 
COROLLARY 2. Let I+? U + U he analytic and let C, be the composition 
operator on H, induced by q5. Define a measure p on U by (7.1) ly CI < 0, 
by(7.2) ifa=Oandby(7.3) ifa>O. Then 
(a) For c1< 0, C, E YP( H,) if and only if 
1 [AR,) I(&)” ‘1”” < +m 
(b) For O<a< 1, C,E%(H,) ifand only if 
c [p(R,) I(R,)“-3]“‘2< +Go. 
Note. The sudden change in exponent from c( - 1 in (a) to a - 3 in (b) 
is not a true discontinuity but an artifact of the definition (7.3) of I(, In 
order to express C,*C, in terms of T, we had to transfer to a different 
space H,- Z on which the norm could be represented as an integral. We 
could, in fact, have used (7.3) to define p in all cases and then used (b) for 
all cases. However, (7.1) and (7.2) seem more natural and easy to deal with. 
It would be nice to have a characterization of those 4 for which C, lies in 
YP which is more directly related to 4 and its mapping properties (as 
opposed to the properties of ,u). For instance, if c1= -1, say, and p = 2, 
then the condition is sU (1- Id(z)I’dm(z)< +oo and if p= +03 
the condition for compactness (see [8]) is the condition 
lim r _ , (1 - r2)/( 1 - I&reie)l ‘) = 0 for every 8. But for intermediate p, I do 
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not even have what I consider a good conjecture. The “natural” inter- 
polation between these endpoints, namely, 
5 
(l- lz12)“-2 
(I- ,4(z),2)“dm(z)< +co 
does not seem to me to be a likely candidate because with it the condition 
for C, E .$ on A2 would be equivalent to C, E Y2 on A2* p--2, while Yp and 
Y; are two very different spaces. 
8. HANKEL OPERATORS AND FINITE RANK TOEPLITZ OPERATORS 
In this section I will attempt to place the previous results in a larger set- 
ting. First by considering the closely related Hankel operators and then by 
considering possible converses when ~1 is not positive. For this latter 
problem we obtain positive results only for the problem of finite rank 
Toeplitz operators. 
If p is a measure on U the Hankel operator K, will be defined on H, by 
K,f(w) = jf(Z,( 1 - zw)+ ’ d/J(z). (8.1) 
If say cz = - 1 and dp = 4 dm, then this is equivalent to the operator which 
multiplies by 4 and then projects onto the space of conjugate analytic 
functions in L’(m). (This projection uses the kernel (1 - ZW)-*. We return 
to HP, = A2 by changing W to w.) I use K, instead of the more usual H, so 
as not to confuse the operator and the space H,. I will not go into any 
details, but merely offer observations. The proof of Proposition 1 can be 
obtained by translating the proofs in [lo] and [12] to the present setting 
and observing that they are easily adapted from Hz to any of the H,. 
Since (KJ g) = jf(z) g(z) dp(z) it is clear that only the conjugate 
analytic part of p will affect K,. That is, if d(w) = j (1 - zw)%- ’ dp(z) and if 
4(w) = Ckm_ ,, ck wk, then 
C&f, g>, = ff(-1 g(z) WI dm-,- ,(z) 
where {a,} and {b,} are the Taylor coefficients off and g, respectively. If 
a >, 0 the integral does not make sense but the double sum is still correct. 
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Therefore the conditions for the membership of K,, in YP may be given 
entirely in terms of f$. 
The Besov space BP is defined as follows: select an integer n so that 
np > 1. ThenfE BP if and only if 1 If(“)(z)Ip (1 - Iz(~)‘~-~ &r(z) < +co. The 
theorem then is that K, E YP iff 4~ BP. This is essentially due to 
Rochberg [lo] and Semmes [ 121: 
PROPOSITION 1. If K,, is defined on H, by (8.1) and q4 is defined by 
b(~)=J(l -zw)‘~~’ dp(z), th en K,, E Yp( H,) if and only if 4 E BP. 
By composing K,, with bounded invertible operators we could consider 
the alternative operator KL, which is defined on H, = HZ and satisfies 
(K,,j;g)= i i n ‘12k 1’2(n+k+1)‘a,bkc,,+k. 
ri=o k-=0 
In this form it is more closely the analogue of H ‘Q ’ in [lo], where the 
half-plane and Fourier transforms replace our disk and Taylor coefficients. 
Here we are only interested in comparing the Rochberg-Semmes result 
with the main theorem of this paper. If one were to make estimates similar 
to those used in Sections 5 and 6, replacing the kernel (1 - Zw)’ ’ with the 
present one (1 -zw)’ ‘, one would be led to the sufficient condition 
c (IPI(K) 4%)” I)” < + xi. Consider the case IX = - 1 and dp = 4 dm, with 
4 analytic. Then from Id( 6 CIpI(R,) I(R,) -’ and this sufficient con- 
dition it follows that C I&a,)jP < +co. This is also valid for any lattice 
similar to {ai) and we would conclude that l l&z)/” (1 - IzI~)~~ dm(z) is 
finite. This of course holds for no non-zero analytic function so the suf- 
ficient condition is worthless. It is a common occurrence that a growth 
condition on an analytic function 4 will imply the same (or analogous) 
condition on &(z)( 1 - 1~1’). For example, if 4 is bounded then 
ld’(z)l(l - lz12) is also. If ip IqS(rei”)l”dO is bounded then so is 
( 1 - Y)~ s$’ Id’(re’“)lP de. Frequently also, a promising conjecture is foiled 
because the growth condition on 4 is too restrictive and almost as fre- 
quently the conjecture may by rescued by replacing the condition on 4 by 
one on ld’(z)l( 1 - 1~1~) (or, more generally, on l#‘“‘(z)l( 1 - 1~1~)“). If we do 
this to our worhtless condition J l$(z)lp (1 - z*))~ dm(z) < +oo we are led 
immediately to the correct condition J Id(n)Jp (1 - z~)“~-~ &z(z) < +a. 
Now we will consider how close to necessary is the sufficient condition 
on fl for T, to be in cYp when ~1 is not positive. The answer is: not very close 
at all. Let ai be the n-lattice constructed in Section 4 and let D, be a disk 
centered at ai with radius (1 - Iail) si, where (.si} is a sequence of positive 
numbers to be chosen later. Let pi = m(D,) ~ ’ m ( D, - 6,. Then pL, is not a 
positive measure though s Ifl2 dp, 2 0 for every analytic function f: Let 
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p = C c,f(R,)’ pi, where {ci} is some sequence of positive numbers. If the 
numbers {ei} are small enough then the Dj are disjoint and 
I,u~ =C c,l(R,)’ Jpil and Ipl(Ri)/l(Ri)‘=2ci. Thus if {c;} is unbounded, p 
will not satisfy the sufficient condition for boundedness of T, on H-i. 
However, as we shall see, for any sequence ci we can choose {E,} so that T, 
is bounded. 
For the moment suppose ci = 1 for all i and that all E, = E are equal. Then 
Theorem 2.3 of [6] implies that 
I lf12&=ZLJ 
; m(Di) 
VI 2 dm - If( 
D, 
1 
GC- 
; m(D,) I 
If(z)’ -f(aj)‘l dm(z) 
D, 
<CE IfI’dm. I 
(We use p = 1 l(Ri)’ m(D,)-’ m (o,, v =x Z(R,)2 S,, b = E in that theorem.) 
If {ci} is any sequence (with cia 1, say) and p = C c,l(R,)’ pi, apply 
the above estimates to the measures v, = &fiGc,<Z2”+~ c,/(R,)~ pi and 
choose si = 4-” for those i satisfying 2” < ci < 2”+ ‘. Then j IfI’ dv, d 
C2-” j I,fl 2 dm, whence 0 < (T,f, f) d C j Ifl’ dv, < Cllfll 2 so that T, 
bounded. Similar calculations show that the condition 
t [IP~(R~)~(R,)+‘]~< +cc may be badly violated while T,E$(H,). 
The only result on T, for which I have a necessary and sufficient con- 
dition when ~1 is not positive is the characterization of finite rank among 
the T,,. The use of the Fourier transform in the proof was suggested to me 
by Richard Rochberg, who used it to solve the rank one case. 
PROPOSITION 2. T, has finite rank if and only if p is a finite linear com- 
bination of point masses. 
Proof: If p = C;“= 0 ci6=, then the range of T, is contained in the span 
of {(I -,Yziz)‘-‘: i= 1,2 ,..., N}. Conversely, suppose T, has rank N. 
Then there exist linearly independent sets {#i: i = 1,2,..., N} and 
{ I,II~: i = 1, 2,..., N} such that T,f =C (f, di) $i. Let e,.(z)=e-“. Then 
Tue,. is holomorphic as a function of w  and a“( Tpe,.)/8wk = T,(z“e,.). If we 
let k run from 0 to N we must have a linear relation among the N + 1 
functions so obtained: CfZO ckdk( T,eW.)/c3wk = 0. Thus, in the variable w, 
Tue,. satisfies a constant coefficient linear differential equation. The 
same equation must be satisfied by the coefficients (e,, 4,) in the 
expansion Tpe,.=C (e,., di) tii. A similar argument applies to (e,., tii). 
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Consequently (letting z=x i- iy, w  = u+ iv) we get a formula for the 
Fourier transform of p, 
where c,,,,, a,, , and h,, are complex constants. Because @ is bounded all a, 
and 6, must be purely imaginary and all k,, and I, must be zero. Thus fi is 
a linear combination of characters ei’i’+‘“L” and these are precisely the 
Fourier transforms of point mass. By uniqueness p has the required form. 
If F = range( T,,) is finite dimensional then the set of common zero of FL 
must be finite. (For if g(w,) = 0 for all g E FL for an infinite set {w,}, then 
((1 -wiz)“+‘} f orms an infinite linearly independent set in F.) If p hap- 
pens to be positive, then Proposition 2 has a much easier proof: From 
s Ifl2 dp = ( TJ f) = 0 for all ,f~ FL, it follows that p is concentrated on 
the common zeros of FL. 1 
9. THE DIRICHLET SPACE AND BEYOND 
In this section we examine the two limitations placed on M and p, namely 
LY < 1 and pi < 1. There is no problem defining H, for ~12 1. In particular 
H, is the Dirichlet space of functions with square integrable derivative. 
Norms may be chosen on H, so that the reproducing kernel k” has the 
form 
k’(z, w) = 
1 
(zw))‘log(l -ZIG)’ if a = 1; 
2- (1 -zW)“-’ if 1 <a<2. 
Reasonable formulas become harder to come by as LX increases, but all k” 
are bounded for CI > 1. The definition of T, goes as before 
T,f(z) = j-f(w) k%, w) &(w), feH,. 
A sufficient condition that T, E $ is always given by s k’(z, z) dIpI < +co. 
Thus, T, E sf (H,) whenever ,U is a finite measure and cx > 1. 
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The method of proof of the first part of the main theorem is complex 
interpolation. The choice of E made in that proof was 
a<2~<(1-~x)/(~-l). For fixed tx,p and E put y,=cr--2~ and 
y , = a + 24~ - 1). We made this choice of E so that y0 < 0 and y, < 1. The 
first makes boundedness estimates on H,, easy and the second makes Yj 
estimates on H,, sharp. In case pa > 1 we get (1 - a)/(p - 1) <a. To 
proceed with the proof we would need 2.5 > a and that would make y1 > 1. 
Because all T,, E q((H,, ) we can still interpolate, but we get sufficient 
conditions stronger than necessary. In case pee = 1, we might try 
2s = CI = ( 1 - a)/(~ - 1). This gives y0 = 0, y, = 1. Then the 9, estimates are 
sharp but we need stronger conditions to get boundedness estimates on 
H, = HZ. The results of such considerations are the following sufficient 
conditions for T, E L$( H,) when TV < 1, p > 1. 
In case pa > 1, x loll I(R,)‘PpPk < +co for some 6 >O. 
In case pa= 1, C {~~~(Ri)l(R,)“~‘[log(l/I(Ri))]‘+”}P< +oo for some 
6>0. 
These conditions are sharp only in the sense that they fail to be sufficient 
if we put 6 = 0. They are not then sufficient even to make T, bounded: see 
the remark at the end of Section 5. 
For p < 1, the proof of sufficiency may be followed, with minor 
modifications, for any a whether less than 1 or not less than 1, until the 
estimate of the double sum at the end of the proof. For CI = 1, this sum is 
dominated by (log( 1 - lail)) ‘)’ and for GL > 1 it is always bounded as a 
function of i. This leads to sufficient conditions: 
If tl= 1, c IPI( C~~gwuw12< +a. 
If c(> 1, 2 IPl(R;)P < +UJ. 
I do not have any good necessary conditions when tl3 1. 
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